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How to understand HSV entry glycoproteins.
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What does it do?
What does it look like?

Purify proteins.
- Recombinant baculoviruses
  (grams of highly purified proteins since 1994)

Generate antibodies.
- Polyclonals (274 rabbit sera)
  and monoclonals (TMTC)

Embrace new technologies.
- Biosensors
- Live cell fluorescence microscopy
- Bimolecular fluorescence complementation
- Molecular biology (> 1112 plasmids)
- Molecular modeling

Collaborate.
Crystallography
  Don Wiley (Harvard)
  Stephen Harrison (Harvard)
  Andrea Carfi (Merck/ Novartis)
  Katya Heldwein (Tufts)

Receptors
  Pat Spear (Northwestern U)

Vaccines
  Harvey Friedman (PENN)
  Small and large companies
  And others…

How to understand HSV entry glycoproteins.
Nectin-1 binding to gD

Displacement of the gD C-terminus

Exposure of gD C-terminus

Activation of prefusion gB

Activation of gHgL

Extension and fold-back of gB
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*N Hypothetical structure of C-terminus

HSV entry glycoproteins: what they do and what they look like!
CIRCA 1982

CIRCA 1985: Epitope mapping and molecular modeling (collab. E. Golub)

CIRCA 1990: introduction of Art. Initial folding
1992: map of disulfide bonds. Roles of carbohydrates

1994: Baculovirus production (gD306t)
1994: Identification of 4 functional regions (FR)
1994-2000: Bac production of gD variants to analyze functional regions

1995: more folding
Structure-function analysis
2001: crystal structure of gD (collab: D. Wiley and A. Carfi).
Arrangement of FR confirmed
Disulfide bonds confirmed

1994: Baculovirus production (gD306t)
1994: Identification of 4 functional regions (FR)
1994-2000: Bac production of gD variants to analyze functional regions
These structures are at the basis of the current functional model of activation of gD by its two main, and very different, receptors.
The contribution of Roz, and Gary, has been and will continue to be absolutely fundamental in the field of virology, beyond HSV entry.

Roz influenced many labs by mentoring new scientists and sharing a philosophy of science, an approach to studying viral glycoprotein functions and many reagents with many labs. (try to find a paper on herpesvirus entry that does not acknowledge this contribution!)
Thank you Roz, Happy retirement!